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Ec certificate of conformity sample

The production of declarations is one of the inseparable tasks that plays a role in ce marking a product or machine. The 'EU Declaration of Conformity' (the most common term used in CE marking) is a document confirming that the product is placed on the market in accordance with the relevant product law. This article will give tips on creating document and
avoiding simple errors. This is a simple process for producing a declaration and while the purpose of the declaration is the same, there can be minor changes to the requirements under various guidelines and regulations. So it's always important to look at the relevant legislation and pay attention to the details. An example of these changes can be seen in the
Toy Safety Directive, which requires a color image of the toy to be included in the declaration, while other guidelines allow it to be a voluntary option. There are also a couple of changes as there are, e.g. the regulation of construction products using the title 'Performance Declaration' and while the machinery directive uses the title 'EC Declaration of Conformity'
for completed machines (newer guidelines use the letters 'EU' instead of 'EC' quoted in the machinery directive) and 'compound declaration' for somewhat completed machines. Specific details required by a declaration for a directive or regulation can normally be found in the relevant law appendix. The essential plan of a declaration (based on the new
Directive 2016) can be seen in the following example declaration: example - EU Declaration of Conformity - Example 1. no... (Unique product identification) 2- Name and address of the manufacturer (or authorized representative): 3- This declaration of conformity is issued only with the responsibility of the manufacturer (statement). 4. The purpose of the
declaration (description allows product identification for tracking purposes and can include a photo where appropriate): 5. The purpose of the declaration described above is in compliance with the relevant Community Coordination Act: – Low Voltage Directive (2014/35/EU) – Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive (2014/30/EU) 6. References to the relevant
standards used (or references to specifications in relation to compliance are stated: – EN 60950-1:2006+A2:2013 – EN 55022:2010 – EN 55024:2010 7. Where applicable, the body is informed (name, number) carried out (description of the intervention) and issued certificate (certificate number). 8. Additional information: Signed for and from:........
(Responsible) (Place and Date Number): (Name, Function) (Signature): Note: Always refer to the applicable product rule for specific requirements for declarations. Although the document layout is straight forward it is easy to confuse in the details of the content. Some common examples are included in the list below: title 1 and not the license . This is an EU
(or EC) declaration, not a CE declaration. A serial number is not mandatory for a notice, but if one is used then it must be stated, TBA is not acceptable. List the correct and applicable Legislative &amp; standards. Make sure the standard integers are expressed by default. Some guidelines/regulations also require a version of the standard to be mentioned too.
The declaration should not make mistakes or create confusion (as such as the only list of standards for which compliance evidence has been retained) the signatory person must be of appropriate and relevant position in the Company. The declaration must be signed the correct date shall be used, for example the date of the signature shall not be expressed
before any of the standards or law. As can be seen there are many simple mistakes that can occur in this short document, however all of them can easily be avoided by playing according to applicable product law requirements and keeping up to day with changes in standards. If you need help with your notices or other aspects of product compliance, then
please contact the technical team on 01564 792349. Don't forget, ce marking community members can check their notices for free as part of membership reasonable use applies. CE marking the European Union Compliance Declaration (DoC) is a legal document, in which a manufacturer formally declares the conformity of a product to the essential health,
safety and environmental requirements of the relevant guidelines. By designing and then signing the EU Declaration of Conformity, the manufacturer assumes full responsibility for the ce conformity of the product. The DoC is drawn only after compiling technical documentation (aka the technical file). The Declaration of Conformity is mandatory for any product
that is within the scope of the CE Marking Act. In most cases, when a product is covered by several product safety guidelines, only one single DoC needs to be drawn. A copy of the declaration of conformity should be added to the technical case and made available at the request of the National Mall Monitoring Authorities. If the notice is not available or
invalid, market officials remember the product, issue a monetary fine, and the person who put the product on the market could face imprisonment. The declaration of conformity shall be kept on the market for ten years from the date of placing the last product unless provided by the relevant CE directive for any other period. The DoC must be drawn into one of
the official eu languages. However, CE guidelines do not necessarily specify who has a commitment to translate it. Logically, this should be the person who makes the product available in the EU single market. Most CE guidelines and regulations meet different requirements for the content of the declaration of conformity. However, the format and content of
the declaration It should follow a model structure to make it easier to understand, especially if it is in another language or alphabet. DoC usually includes the following elements: the name and business address of the product manufacturer or authorized agent. Identification that allows product tracking. As such serial or model number, or type identification.
Body details notified, if applicable. The manufacturer assumes full responsibility for product compliance, it said in a statement. A list of all ce applicable product guidelines and regulations in accordance with. A list of all standards or coordinated procedures used to verify the product's compliance with the guidelines. Name and signature of the manufacturer.
Place and date of issuance of DoC.Any additional information. Here's an example of a very simple DoC. The declaration of conformity can be issued and signed by the person who places the product in the European single market. In most cases, this person is a manufacturer or importer of the product. When a product from a non-EU country is imported into
the EU/EEA, the importer must make sure that the product meets all legal product safety requirements. The importer is also responsible for properly verifying the assembly and availability of the technical file. Distributors do not have to draw DoC but must confirm that the manufacturer or importer has taken all the required legal action. However, if a distributor
decides to renam or modify a product, he or she must assume the responsibilities of the manufacturer. Draw and sign the Declaration of Conformity. The authorized representative of the manufacturer can also sign the DoC. The authorized representative must be based in the EU/EEA and explicitly designated by the manufacturer in the non-EU country.
Notices can never be issued by an informed body or a test house because they do not have a general responsibility for product compliance. They can only issue test certificates expressing their opinion on aspects of limited compliance. The product requires a declaration of conformity if it falls within the scope of at least one of the following product groups: lifts
and cables way construction facilities electrical equipment products and equipmentRadio energy equipment related to Equipment products used in the explosive atmosphereExplosivesPyrotechnical articles Gus home appliances training machines mechanical tools and medical devices in vitroImplantable Medical EquipmentOutdoor equipment with
noisePerson Protective equipment (PPE) Pressure equipment and pressure vesselsProducts containing hazardous substancesRecreational craftToysWater boilers The following four steps should help anyone with experience in CE marking to draw up their Declaration of Conformity: Select a relevant product group on the website of the European
Commission.Read about the Declaration of Conformity in the content of each applicable.Directive Draw up the DoC.Recheck The declaration of conformity you have drawn meets all requirements. However, if the person has never dealt with the CE marking process, there is a high risk of getting it wrong. Therefore, importers and manufacturers with zero
experience in CE marking are advised to use the help of specialists. Visit the Product Compliance Center to get help with the declaration of conformity. Although the declaration of conformity plan is fairly straight forward, it's easy to confuse in the details of its content. Even a single error can invalidate the declaration of conformity. The following list contains
some of the most common mistakes found in DoCs: the title of the document is a certificate, rather than a declaration. It says the 'CE Declaration' is instead an 'EU declaration'. An incomplete list of all relevant standards and guidelines. The doC's lost signature lacks a declaration of conformity. The person who signs the DoC does not work or has a good
position in the company. The date of the issue is misleading or confusing before some of the standards or guidelines expressed by the Declaration of Conformity (as it includes a list of irrelevant standards) the product has a serial number, but the same issue is not stated in the DoC.All standards have the correct numbers with defaults. All of these simple
mistakes are easily given a little more attention to what relevant product safety guidelines state and stay up-to-date with changes and updates on inevitable standards. If you need help with your compliance notice or other aspects of CE marking, get in touch with the intelligent compliance team of experts in [email protected]. Visiting clever compliance
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